
A free bid, made in a competitive 
situation and when the player is not 
forced to bid, must be constructive. 
And it must not hide anything!

Here, South's 1♥  is forcing. And, 
if West passes, it could happen that 
North repeats his Clubs with only five 
cards. This would be the case with 
hand 2 (it is impossible to make a 
reverse at 2♦ with only 12 HCP!). 
But, once West decides to over-
call, North is no longer obliged to 
bid. And freely repeating his suit 
shows a one-suiter, thus a mini-
mum of six cards. True, his Clubs 
are very beautiful, but there are not 
enough of them! Lying about his 
number of cards could distort his 
partner's judgment who would then 
not be able to correctly apply the law 
of total tricks in case the opponents 
were to bid on.

The other three hands are one-sui-
ters.  But hand 3  has another 
resource: three cards in his partner's 
major, Hearts. There is obviously 
no question of raising without a fit 

(which would require four cards) 
but it is possible to show his three 
Hearts with a support Double. The 
support double generally shows 
three cards in the replied major and 
a nice hand. The objective being to 
quickly discover a fit in a major, this 
may be vital if East bids 2♠ or even 
3♠. The Support Double is perfect for 
this hand. Repeating his Clubs would 
imply that North does not have three 
Hearts.

This means hands 1 and 4are still 
in the race: a one-suiter in Clubs 
without three Hearts. In both cases 
it is perfectly legitimate to repeat 
Clubs. So what's the difference? 
Hand 4 is much more beautiful than 
hand 1! A repetition at the two-level 
promises six cards in the first zone 
(12-14 HCP). Ideal for hand 1 , our 
winner.

Although hand 4  has only 14 HCP, 
it can be considered a hand in the 
second zone owing to its seventh Club 
and very good cards. The correct bid 
would therefore be 3♣.
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WILL YOU BE ABLE TO FIND OUT 
WHICH ONE OF THE SUGGESTED 
FOUR HANDS CORRESPONDS TO 
NORTH’S BIDDING IN THE GIVEN 
BIDDING SEQUENCE AND SAY 
WHAT YOU WOULD HAVE DONE 
WITH THE THREE OTHERS?

1

♠

♥

♦

♣

J 7
4 2
A J 2
A Q 10 8 6 2 

2

♠

♥

♦

♣

J 4 2
2
Q J 4 3
A K J 10 2 

3

♠

♥

♦

♣

3
K J 9
K 9 4
A Q J 8 5 2 

4

♠

♥

♦

♣

9 3
9
A K 3
 A Q J 10 5 3 2

 W North E S
  1♣ Pass 1♥	
 1♠	 2♣

The start of the bidding:

 W N E South
    1NT
 Pass	 2♣		 Pass 2♠
 Pass	 3♦		 Pass ?

How do you interpret your 
partner's bidding?
This sequence is game forcing, gua-
rantees at least five Diamonds (and 
four Hearts to justify the Stayman) and 
denies a fit in Spades (with a fit you 
have to either bid a conventional 3♥ or 
use a Splinter at the four-level.)
Following the rule of the singleton, 
North also has shortness in a black suit 
(or exactly 2-4-5-2 and slam interest).

Full explanation: 10 points.
Part of the explanation: 5 points.

So, what's your bid going to be?
If North has a singleton in Spades, you 
can play 3NT without a problem.
If his singleton is in Clubs, 3NT will be 
less fun - but in this case your Club 

King is not worth much in a Diamond 
contract and it is unlikely that you can 
win Five Diamonds if he does not have 
enough to bid again over 3NT.
In doubt, it's better to play 3NT. 

3NT: 10 points.
3♠: 7 points.
3♥: 5 points.
4♦: 3 points.

Everyone passes over 3NT, West 
starts with the Queen of Clubs and the 
dummy comes down:

♠
♥
♦
♣

♠
♥
♦
♣

K J6
10742
AJ873
6

AQ42
K J3
Q62
K72

N

S

W E

East wins with the Ace and returns the 
Club eight.

What do you do at trick two?
Your contract is particularly poor 
and you are going to need a little help 
from your guardian angel.

You need to start by ducking this 
second round of Clubs (5 points), 
hoping that East has started with 
Ace-third and West with six of them.
West wins and insists with another 
Club, East following with the five. You 
discard two Hearts from dummy.

What next?
Now you play a small Diamond (5 
points) to the ten, Jack and King. If 
you wanted to play the Queen when 
you have neither the ten, nor at least 
the nine, give yourself a penalty of -5 
points!
East switches to a small Heart.

What do you deduce?
That he has no more Clubs! 5 points 
bonus.

And how do you react?
With three high Clubs in West's hand, 
you cannot win if he has the Ace of 
Hearts. So, by assumption of necessity, 
you need to put in the King: 10 points.
Phew, it wins the trick.
Well, now all that is left is to play the 
Diamonds right.

What are the possible positions?
Given that West played the ten in 
the first round, we can legitimately 
assume that he had either the ten sin-
gleton or ten-nine doubleton: 5 points.
In the second case, it is enough to 
cash the Queen of Diamonds but in 

the first you have to take the finesse 
against the nine!

Which is the more likely situa-
tion?
First, the theory of restricted choice 
tells you that the nine is more likely 
to be in East's hand and that you 
should finesse rather than cash dia-
monds from the top. Second, the 
already known 6-3 break in Clubs 
increases the chances of West 
having Diamond shortness: 10 points 
for having chosen the stiff ten.

How do you finish?
Cross to dummy and ask for the Dia-
mond eight, looking East straight in 
the eye!
A bonus of 5 points.
And there we go ... a little surprised, 
RHO hesitates before following with 
a small Diamond: no more doubt, now 
he certainly has the 9 (remember that 
hesitating in such a situation wit-
hout a Diamond greater than the one 
played from dummy is totally forbid-
den). So you let the eight run and, as 
expected: West discards!

The full deal

♠
♥
♦
♣

♠
♥
♦
♣

♠
♥
♦
♣

♠
♥
♦
♣

K J6
10742
AJ873
6 

853
Q65
10
QJ10943 

1097
A98
K954
A85

AQ42
K J3
Q62
K72

N

S

W E

6

♠
♥
♦
♣

A Q 4 2
K J 3
Q 6 2
K 7 2

TEAMS.  
YOU ARE SITTING SOUTH.  
DEALER SOUTH, N/S VUL.
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-SCORE-
YourYour

60 (OR 65) POINTS: BRAVO.

55  POINTS: NOT BAD AT ALL.

50  POINTS: VERY DECENT.

45  POINTS: NOT SO BAD.

LESS: YOU WILL CERTAINLY DO BETTER 
NEXT TIME.

OFFER AN  
E-GIFT CARD
Head to our website  
www.lebridgeur.com


